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Teaching Kids Guitar From The Start

G and Em Chords with one finger

A quick guide to using the teachwombat.com materials in a way 
that gets kids playing fast

The "Big Picture" is to have kids be able to form the "best" eight 
chord shapes for a beginner to learn and to become able to 
change between them in time to music 

Use the G to Em backing track to get instant results? 
 
At the very start the one finger shapes shown on the sheet above    
(on the left rather than the "full" shapes on the right) are all that a 
kid needs to play two chords that make the right sound. A great way 
to enthuse them and to let them know that they will be able to play 
the guitar? 



 G Em C and D

 On to the next chord sequence which has a backing track that features two 
bars each of the above chords.

If you study the above picture you will see that another new chord (D) has 
been introduced and that the "full" fingering has been used? This is because 
(as was the case with the A shape from the last lesson) even the smallest 
hands are big enough to hold down chords like this as the fingers are so close 
together.

Once students are familiar with the new shape you can get them to change 
each chord in time to the backing track (again, counting "1-2-3-4" into each 
change until they get the hang of it). 

You might like to introduce some more advanced right hand strumming 
patterns.

I start with a four quaver (down-up-down-up) pattern as each chord changes 
which still gives students loads of time to form the next chord

Rather than have kids think about quavers and music theory I like to get them 
to sing along with their strumming using simple phrases. Its fun and they love 
to do it.  "Sausage and chips" works for me but ("monsters are here" or  
"gimme the cash" are just as good?). I'm sure you (or your students) will be 
able to come up with some good ones of your own?



A to G with a "Rock" feel

User the full G chord or the one finger version?

No matter how small their hands kids are normally fine with chords such as A 
(and the D shape that turns up with the next backing track)  because the 
fingers are placed fairly close together on the neck (as opposed to chords like 
G and C where longer stretches are involved)

There is a rock backing track in the http://teachwombat.com resources that 
features drums and bass going around a repeated chord sequence made up 
of two bars of A followed by another  two of G

Have the student (or students if you are teaching groups of kids) strum the 
chord with a single downstroke of the plectrum as the changes come along 
(you can help them along by counting "1-2-3-4" into each change?)

You can use the full G chord or keep on using the "easy" single finger version 
as you see fit?
The most important factor at this early stage is to get results that sound 
pleasing so don't worry too much about playing the full G shape yet. 
 



 A-D-G-A Progression
 No new chords in this session but the challenge comes from the fact 
that because there is only one bar of each chord (as opposed to two 
in the progressions used so far) which obliges students to change 
between the shapes more quickly

 Use "full" G chord or 
reduced four note version?

 
The picture on the right shows 
just a few of the more than 100 
"Giant Guitar Chord Grids" that 
make up part of the 
teachwombat.com materials.

You can put the sheets on the 
wall of your teaching studio, 
distribute paper copies to your 
students or laminte them for use 
in group lessons. You can even 
email them to learners so that 
they can print them and put them 
up on their own bedroom walls?



 Above are the eight Kids Guitar Chord "mini-posters" that you can 
give to your younger students or  print them and stick them up on 
your teaching studio wall. Below are some sheets that kids can 
colour themselves to keep them interested when they are not actually 
 playing



 Am-Dm-E Progression
 
The last three chords of the eight 
that beginners (both children and 
adults) should learn first.

Again, because the shapes require 
that fingers are placed onto the 
neck of the guitar reasonably close 
together there is no need to use 
"reduced" three or four string 
shapes
When your students can effectively change between the chords 
covered up to this point there are a whole bunch of backing tracks in 
a variety of styles  designed to reinforce this capability 

Also included in the materials are a series of backing tracks designed 
to introduce other "easy" chords suitable for children and adults who 
have mastered the first eight shapes



  Songs and Single Note Stuff
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"Chinese Music"

Included in the $25.00 "Deluxe Download" from teachwombat.com are 
a whole load of PDF's featuring various combinations of blank chord 
charts with empty tab and musical staff graphics. 

You can use them to prepare handouts for the songs, riffs and tunes 
that you want to teach? 

Running alongside the 
backing tracks you 
might like to introduce 
your students to single 
note passages like the 
one at the bottom of the 
page or you could make 
your own handouts 
using the  songs that 
you know and love?



  "Deluxe Download"

  Get all of the 
teachwombat.com 
Resources for $25.00

 teachwombat.com








